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About This Content

The FPV Air 2 Track Builder enables you to quickly and easily get your track designs into the sim. Get practicing custom
layouts as fast as possible!

With a unique and intuitive interface design, dropping in gates won't need to distract from time spent flying.

Build and practice race event tracks before competing in real-life races

Keep your skill dynamic by practicing an unlimited number of new lines, as many as you care to build!

Intuitive user interface for rapid track construction

Online track sharing

When you host a custom built track online, others with the DLC will be able to download that track from you, so you can freely
and easily share, fly and modify each other's tracks.
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Title: FPV Air 2 - Track Builder
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Flyleap Studios
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Graphics: ATI Radeon 3870 or higher, Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2000 MB available space

English
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Nice twist, addictive puzzles but a little bit too easy. Finished it in a few hours (ok I am a geek that wont stop but still). Nice
storyline and this game gives you a nice rewarding feeling when you solved a puzzle.. Can't recommend the game, it feels totally
cheap when I played it.
But it costs 13 bucks while games like Slender were totally free and a lot scarier in my honest opinion.

Well, I have to admit I played it without VR, maybe the implementation of VR does justify the price. But I guess not even with
VR it would be scary.

The monsters feel cheap, the game totally feels not immersive. This is not horror, it's not scary at all. You can just stay there,
watch the monster coming to you and you don't even have the wish to run away. More like: Come over here, I wanna see what
bad animation you do when you arrive.

There is no tension, you just want to shut the game on the next spot you die.

I'm gonna refund.. I accidentally got this as a gift instead of the first one

I got machine guns so it's cool either way. Finished the first episode. IT wasn't... *bad*, but it didn't have anything to it that
made it stand out as *good*.

* Interrogation mechanics cribbed from Ace Attorney and Danganronpa, but not as entertaining as either.
* Interesting setting that you don't get to explore or learn much about.
* Plot that changes gears from a crime procedural to a spy drama to some kind of shonen-y thing without warning.
* All artwork that isn't character portraits seems underdeveloped.

I guess I just wasn't hooked.. sub 4 pewds NOW
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I like it. It's interesting to fly, no flaps and twin tails. I enjoy the 3D mode. Only negative thing is the compass does not work in
the 2D mode.. Good survival game, graphics look amazing. The immersion in the game is great, very realistic. Although after a
while it gets kind of boring since you are working towards nothing and you can't really stockpile food or water easily so
everyday stays a struggle to survive.. assault rifle and drone are useful, with cheap price tag.
. Great Rogue-type twin stick, very addictive gameplay, and I haven't even listened to the soundtrack yet. All the best stuff from
my 80s and 90s arcade upbringing in one nice package, I haven't had this much fun since Ikari Warriors. Do yourself a favor
and buy it, and support this good effort.

Edit: I add this part at the end in case any other developers read reviews for other games to try to understand what makes
something so popular or attractive to users. I would say this developer pays an appropriate amount of attention to the visual
effects, not so much that they ovewhelm or that the game loses focus, but it makes a really nice "paint job" on top of great
mechanics (which seem very well-tweaked).

A lot of other games, including ones I have bought but not played lately, seem almost to this level, but are just missing that extra
variety in the color palette or visual effects to stay up to date with modern games.

Here's a hint -- if the visuals on things like Bejeweled look head and shoulders better than your game, it needs some shine. This
developer used relatively low-pixel 8-bit style graphics and gave it the right shine to make it do its magic, with very simple yet
effective art. I consider this game to be a model for other developers in its class, and feel very happy with my investment, to the
point that I have shown it to coworkers and family. Kudos, and may your competition learn from your efforts.. Funny little
game, worth a try just for a laugh. It's a shame that games these days have really just been going down hill.
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